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UNION SETS HOURS. The University Union will
be open this semester from 7 a.m. to 11 p.m. .Monday
through Friday and 9 a.m. to IO p.m. on weekends.
Hours for the various facilities within the Union are
as follows:
Information Desk: 7 a.m. to 9 p.m. weekdays; 9 a.m.
to 6 p.m. weekends;
Buckeye Room: 7:30 a.m. to 11 p.m. weekdays;
noon to 10 p.m. weekends;

6 p.m. Saturday; closed Sunday;

ROSH HASHANAH. Faculty are reminded by the
Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs that
the Jewish holidays occur this month. Rosh Hashanah
will be observed on Thursday and Friday, Sept 8 and

Pheasant Room: 11a.m.to1:30 p.m. .Monday, Friday and Saturday; 11 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. and 4-6 p.m.
Tuesday through Thursday; noon to 2 p.m. Sunday;
Prout Cafeteria: 7 a.m. to 6 p.m. weekdays; 10 a.m.
to 6 p.m. weekends.

Farulty are encouraged to exruse Jewish students
from their classes to observe the Rosh Hashanah holiday. All students exrused from class, however, must
make up any work missed as a result of the absence.

Falcon's Nest: 7 a.m. to 11 p.m. weekdays; 10 a.m. to

9.
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Travel reimbursement policy changed
During the summer several changes
were made in the University Travel
Reimbursement and Entertainment
Policies. The following changes took
effect on Aug. 1:
- Mileage reimbursement for
autos was increased to 20 cents per
mile.
- Reimbursement for in-state
meals is limited to $8 for dinner
and/or $3 for breakfast only if an
employee is on authorized overnight
travel status as of 5 p.m. before or 9
a.m. following the night of lodging.
- In-state lodging is limited to $30
plus applicable taxes.
- Gratuities or tipping for food

and other services are no longer
permitted from state funds.
- No allowance for lodging or
meals other than conferences may be
claimed within a 60-mile radius of the
employee's residence or
headquarters.
- All mea's and other related
expenses for employees in non-travel
status mus'. be approved by either the
president or the area vice president.
For further clarification of the new
travel procedures, consult the
Business Office Procedures Manual
which has been distributed to every
department and office.

Libraries offer graduate seminars
The University libraries will offer
five seminars for graduate students
during the third and fourth weeks of
the semester.
These seminars, which have been
popular with graduate students in the
past, focus on specialized library
resources and research strategies.
Dates and topics for the sessions,
each of which will be given twice, are
as follows:
- Monday, Sept. 12, and Tuesday,
Sept. 20: Indexing/Abstracting
Services;
- Tuesday, Sept. 13, and Monday,
Sept. 19: Citation Indexes in the
Sciences, Social Sciences and
Humanities;
- Wednesday, Sept. 14, and

Employment
Opportunities
CLASSIFIED EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNmES
"Indicates that an internal candidate from
the department is bidding and being
considered for the position.

9-13-2

9-13-3

9-13-4

9-13-5

9-13-6

9-13-7

Clertt 2
Pay Range 3
Adr:·-;ons Office

Graduate student
wins national award
Michael Kerosky of Toledo, a
graduate student in the rehabilitation
counseling program in the College of
Health and Community Services, has
received an award from the National
Rehabilitation Counseling
Association for a scholarship paper
he submitted last spring.
Kerosky's paper, on family therapy,
was selected as the best from among
entries from rehabilitation counseling
programs throughout the nation. He
received a $500 cash award at the
National Rehabilitation Association
Convention in Boston Aug. 16 and his
paper will be published In a
forthcoming Issue of the Journal of
Applied Rehabilitation Counseling, a
national publication for professionals
In that field.

Cook 1

Pay Range3
University Food Operations
Nine-month full-time
Custodial WOfker
Pay Range 2
Plant Operations and
Maintenance
"Food SerYlce Manager 1
Pay Range27
University Union
Food SerYlce Worker
Pay Range 1
University Union
NlntHn<>nth full-time
Library Aaalatant

CONTINUING VACANCIES
Posting Expiration Dme: 5 p.m. TUMClay.
Sept. I, 1113
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UbrarylAcqulsttlons
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Jennings grant
funds seminars

Cashier 1
Pay Range 3
University Food Operations
Nine-month part-time

Pay Range.C
Ubrary/Clrculatlon Dept.
Permanent part-time

•

Brochures about the sessions and
registration forms are available in the
library, departmental offices, the
Graduate College office and the
office of the Graduate Student
Senate.
Further information can be
obtained by contacting the
information services department in
the library at 372·2362.

The College -of Education has been
awarded an $8,200 grant from the
Martha Holden Jennings Foundation
to host an Administrative Leadership
Program this academic year for
outstanding school principals in
northwest Ohio.
The grant, to be administered by
Fred Pigge, educational foundations
and inquiry, will fund five one-day
seminars to be held monthly during
the coming year.

NEW VACANCIES
Posting Expiration Date: 5 p.m. Tuesday,
Sept. 13, 1983
9-13-1

Thursday, Sept. 22: Computer Data
Base Searching;
- Wednesday, Sept. 21, and
Tuesday, Sept. 27: OCLC Public Use
Computer Terminal;
- Thursday, Sept. 15, and
Monday, Sept. 26: U.S. Government
Publications.
All sessions last one hour and will
begin at 6 p.m. in 126 Jerome Library.

..

ComP.uter Bits

Student services to play
greater role on campus

Passwords to change tor DEC users
In order to improve security on the
University's DEC-20 computer, several
changes in policy will take effect
later this month for those who wish
to use the system.
All users will be assigned one of
four types of accounts:
- Class (C): For undergraduates
doing classwork (no IBM access);
- Individual (I): For faculty,
graduate students and some staff;
- Undergrad (U): For
undergraduates assisting faculty,
staff or graduate students (no IBM

More APPLES
tor student use

access; may not be used for any
classwork);
- Staff (S): for certain University
Computer Services staff.
.
Dale Schroeder, computer services
'
said that effective on Wednesday,
Sept. 21, all DEC-20 non·C account
passwords for those who utilize the
system will be changed. Faculty and
staff may obtain a new password
anytime prior to that date by
completing a new application form
and presenting a University l.D. to the
secretary in computer services' MathScience Building office between 9
- a.m. and noon or 1-3 p.m. weekdays.

Four APPLE laboratories, each
equipped with eight APPLE
microcomputers, have been
established in residence halls for use
by students who reside on campus.
The APPLE labs have been placed
in Kohl, Kreischer, Founders and
Harshman halls.
In addition, Computer Services'
APPLE lab, equipped with 15 APPLE
microcomputers, has been moved
from West Hall to the Carnation
Room (former Side Door) in the
University Union.
Dale Schroeder, computer services,
has issued a reminder that all five
labs are available for any bonafide
University use. The APPLES in each
of the facilities, he said, are capable
of running the CP/M operating system
and MBASIC, allowing the use of an
80 column screen and providing
better formatting and variable names
and structured statements.
Faculty who plan to utilize the
APPLE labs in their class
assignments should contact
Schroeder at 372-2102 for additional
information on policies and
procedures to be followed.

New rules set
tor IBM jobs
Effective Thursday, Sept. 29, all
work submitted to University
computer services for the IBM
academic system will require a new
format on the JOB card.
The new format will require the job
name, job account, first initial and
last name of the user as well as a
user l.D. and a user password.
Both the l.D. and password will be
assigned by computer services.
l.D.s and passwords for individuals,
as well as for classes, can be
obtained by completing the
appropriate application form and
presenting a University l.D. to the
secretary in computer servlces's
Math-Science Bldg. office between 9
am. and noon or 1-3 p.m. weekdays.
Further Information about the new
JOB card format is Included on a
"JOB and JOBPARM" document
available in the faculty/staff/graduate
student workroom in the MathScience Building.

faculty/Staff Posidons
The .following faculty position has been authorized:
Blologlcal Selene•: Assistant professor. Contact Reginald Noble (2-2332). Deadline
(extended): Oct. 21, 1983
'
The following administrative staff positions have been approved:
Albletlca: Asalstant sports Information director. Contact Jack Gregory (2-2401).
Deadllne: Sept. 29, 1983
LllnrJ: Coordinator of library systems. Contact Dwight Burlingame (2-2856). Deadline:
Sept. 15, 1983
UnMraltJ Union: Catering manager (food service). Contact Ken Close (2-2241)
Deadllne: Sept. 18, 1983
•

position is that students count and
Whenever Mary Edmonds makes
their programs count," she said.
decisio~ as the vice president for
"Student affairs will have an
student affairs, she promises she'll
advocate on equal footing with every
ask herself one question each time:
other area of the University. It's a
"Is this what's best for the
major boost for us.'"
students?"
And, her area is certainly
Dr. Edmonds, who assumed the
widespread.
With some 94
new vice presidency for student
affairs June 1, comes to that position professional and support staff and
nearly 200 additional residence hall
from the College of Health and
and Greek unit advisers and directors,
Communitv Services where she was
student services encompasses such
dean for tv.o years. Actively involved
offices and departments as
diverse
with student3' academic activities in
financial
aid and student
that role, she was known <'1 both
employment;
oounseling and career
their advocate and their friend, and
the Student Recreation
development;
she expects to build on tha•
Health
Center; residence life;
Center;
reputation as a vice presidf::nt.
life;
student
organizations;
Greek
"As dean I listened personally to
educational
placement,
and
students' problems as they affected
development.
their academic achievement, and I
Educational development has been
saw that in many instances those
placed
under Dr. Edmonds'
problems were relat~ to their quality
jurisdiction
on a temporary basis
of life as students. Maybe they had
while
a
committee
appointed by
health problems; maybe they had
President
Olscamp
conducts a study
problems in the residence hall that
kept them from studying. Many times of the roles and functions provided by
that area and other departments
they simply did not know where to
within the University which provide
turn for help, even though help was
similar or complementary services to
available.
students., -, ., ,,, _....-..~ ;"Realistically we have to
acknowledge that our 16,500 students . '"'One oti>r'.'EarrioruwTiist major
tasks as student affairs vice
spend at most four or five hours a
president will be to fill the director of
day in class. Approximately half of
placement
services position. Jerry
them, however, are on this campus 24
former assistant
Richardson,
hours a day. We in student affairs
placement
director,
has been named
have a big responsibility
acting
director
of
the
placement
programming for that 'free' time. Our
office
following
the
retirement
of
primary goal is to provide an
James
Galloway.
A
search
committee
environment that is conducive to
representing all of the University's
learning and one that provides
colleges will oversee the selection of
support systems for human growth
a permanent director. A national
and development."
search for the director is expected to
One of the best ways to do that,
be launched within the week.
she says, is to seek students' input
Other issues which Edmonds said
- into issues concerning their lives.
will
be addressed in the coming year
Referring to a recent national survey
the
implementation of a student
are
in which college students throughout
legal
service
approved by the Board
the country indicated their
of
Trustees
last
spring; the student
dissatisfaction with student services
code
which
will
be
revised at the
in general as compared to their
request
of
Dr.
Olscamp;
and the
relative satisfaction with the quality
implementation
of
the
Solomon
of education and advising they
Amendment which requires students
received, she said, ''That is an
indictment to which we must respond. to register for the draft before they
can receive federal financial aid.
We have to deal with problems in a
Dr. Edmonds also is particularly
proactive rather than a reactive way."
concerned
with increasing the range
But she added, "We can't provide the
of
services
provided by the Commuter
appropriate services if the students
Center.
The
needs of the nondo not tell us what they want and
traditional
student
population, which
need.''
is
expected
to
increase
as the
Dr. Edmonds believes that Bowling
number
of
high
school-age
students
Green has taken a step in the right
declines,
will
also
receive
greater
direction to enhance student services
by upgrading the chief student affairs attention, she said, noting that in
post from dean to vice president.
Continued on page 2
"What we are saying by elevating the

Schroeder noted that in addition to
improving security on the DEC
system, the new procedures will
prevent personnel no longer
associated with the University from
using computer time.

Datebook
Exhibits
Photographs by Carlos Diaz, a visiting
artist at the School of Art, through Sept.
26, Fine Arts Gallery, School of Art.
3allery hours are 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Monday through Friday and 2-5 p.m.
Sundays.
Ceramics by Don Ehrllchman, paintings
and drawings by Ron Bandy, both School
of Art faculty, through Sept. 18, McFall
Center Gallery. Gallery hours are 8:30 a.m.
to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday and 2-5
p.m. Sundays.

"

Tuesday, Sept. 6
Faculty Senate, 2:30 p.m., McFall Center
Assembly Room.

Thursday, Sept. 8
"Oklahoma!," a campus/community
musical production, 8 p.m., Kobacker Hall,
Moore Musical Arts Center. Tickets. priced
at S5 for adults and $3 for students, senior
citizens and children, may be reserved at
the music center box office or by calling
the 24-hour ticket hotline at 372-0171.
"Citizen Kane," UAO film series, 8 p.m.,
Gish Film Theater. Free.

Friday, Sept. 9

I

i

"!!
'

"Oklahoma!," 8 p.m. See listing for
Thursday, Sept. 8.
"Superman II." UAO film series, 7 and
9:30 p.m., Main Auditorium, University
Hall. Tickets are $1.50 with University l.D.
Two tickets can be purchased with one
1.0.

Saturday, Sept. 10
"Oklahoma!," 8 p.m. See listing for
Thursday, Sept. 8.
Men•s.Cross Country vs. Western
Michigan, Ohio State and Toledo, 11 a.m.
Women's Cross Country vs. Tolddo and
Akron, 11:30 a.m.
Organist Vernon Wolcott, faculty recital,
8 p.m., Organ Studio, Moore Musical Arts
Center. Free.
"Superman II," UAO campus film, 7 and
9".30 p.m., Main Auditorium, University
Hall. Tickets are $1.50 with University l.D.
Two tickets can be purchased with one
l.D.

Sunday, Sept. 11
Organist Vernon Wolcott. faculty recital,
8 p.m., Organ Studio, Moore Musical Arts
Center. Free.

Monday, Sept. 12
Auditions for the University Theatre
production of ''The Three Sisters" to be
staged Nov. 10-12 and 1~19, 7 p.m., 402
University Hall. Auditions will also be held
at the same time on Tuesday, Sept. 13.
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Damage suffered by the University when storms whipped through Bowling
Green last Tuesday was minimal, but the better part of the following day was
spent cleaning up debris on campus. Some small trees and limbs from larger
trees were downed and water damage was experienced in several areas,
particularly in the University Bookstore and Kreischer Quadrangle where
flooding was reported. During the storms, which knocked out power on
campus for about an hour and a half, Campus Fact Line res_oonded to more
than 500 calls in a five-hour period. Interruption to classes was reported
minimal despite the power outages.

Safety, security department
reorganized for 'public safety'
A Department of Public Safety
incorporating three divisions has
been organized within the operations
area.
William Bess, former director of
Campus Safety and Security, will
direct the new public safety
department, which now includes
environmental services, University
police, and parking and traffic
divisions.
Apart from the name change, the
only major addition to the new
department is the environmental
services area, which formerly was a
part of the Office of Personnel
Support Services.
Each of the three divisions within
the Department of Public Safety is
headed by an associate director.
Daniel Parratt coordinates the
environmental services activities;
Dean Gerkens, the University police,
and Jean Yarnell, the parking and
traffic division .

In a related move, Bess has
announced that Charlotte Starnes has
been appointed full-time coordinator
of the department's "Crime
Prevention/Community Relations"
program.
Starnes, who joined the University
staff in 1969, is responsible in her
new post for informing the campus
community of a number of programs
within the department designed to
ensure the safety and well-being of all
people.
In carrying out her assignment, she
will establish a speaker's bureau,
work with new student and
international student orientations,
and inform students about the crime
prevention and operation l.D.
programs.
"We want to make everyone on
campus aware of their own safety
and that of others, and Charlotte's
efforts will promote the public safety
function of the department," Bess
said.

THE BEST THINGS IN LIFE ARE FREE. Green
Sheet is proof of thal Distributed free to faculty, staff
and students, Green Sheet provides the most comprehensive listing of activities on the campus. This
semester Green Sheet will be published Sept 16 and
30, Ocl 14 and 28, Nov. 11 and Dec. 2.

There is no charge for listing an evenl Items for inclusion should be submitted in writing to the Green
Sheet editor, Office of Public Relations, 806 Administration Bldg. The deadline to submit information
is noon, the Wednesday before the publication date.

Faculty Senate
The 1984 summer session calendar
was the main topic for discussion at
the first meeting of the Faculty
Senate on Sept. 6.
The calendar, which had been
approved last spring by Academic
Council, was amended during the
summer to meet special needs of the
College of Education which feared
significant enrollment decline with
the calendar approved by Academic
Council.
That calendar called for a five-week
summer term to begin May 21, 1984
(commencement is May 12), another
five·week term to begin on June 25,
and an eight·week term to begin on
June 25.
Because the first five·week term is
scheduled before public schools
dismiss for the summer, prohibiting
school teachers from enrolling, the
College of Education requested that
some accommodations be made to
provide two sessions of classes for
those teachers who normally enroll at
the University during the summer.
Since the Academic Council had
requested last spring when a
calendar was approved that such
options be explored for summer 1984,
the decision was made during the
summer to implement a summer
calendar with five terms as listed
below:
- Summer Term I (5 weeks): May
21-June 22
- Summer Term II (5 weeks limited to graduate courses in the
College of Education only): June
18-July 20
- Summer Term Ill (5 weeks):
June~uly27

- Summer Term IV (8 weeks):
June 25-Aug. 17
- Summer Term V (4 weeks limited to graduate courses in the
College of Education only): July
23-Aug. 17.
Commencement is scheduled on
Saturday, Aug. 18, 1984.
Senators objected to the fact that
the calendar was altered without
faculty input during the summer,
noting that "break" times have
virtually been eliminated in the new
calendar and questioning whether the
calendar will have an adverse impact
on enrollment because of the early
starting date for the first term.
Betty van der Smissen, Senate
chair, will pursue the calendar issue
with the administration to determine
if there is room for further debate
and/or alteration.
The senate also discussed
President Olscamp's proposal to
change the format for spring
commencement. Comments were
equally divided on the issue, although
all faculty expressed the need for a
more orderly procedure.
The Senate also was updated on
the status of the Student Legal
Service approved by the Board of
Trustees last spring. Brian Baird,
USG, reported that approximately
two-thirds of the $30,000 needed to
Initiate the service has been
collected, adding that the full amount
should be on hand by spring
semester.
Reporting on several interpretations
of the new Academic Charter, Dr. van
der Smissen announced that
President Olscamp and the Senate
Executive Committee have ruled that
the charter took effect on June 17,
1983, the date that the trustees
approved the amended document.
Specifically she noted that faculty
·who were hired after that date are

therefore able to take advantage of
the new provision for waiving prior
experience for consideration of tenure
and that the new promotion criteria
also took effect that day.
She discussed the composition of
the new Undergraduate Council
created in the revised charter, noting
that there will be 15 faculty on the
council this year: seven from arts and
sciences; two each from business
administration and education, and
one each from health and community
services, musical arts, technology
and Firelands. Apportionment was
based upon numbers of FTE students
served by the respective colleges and
the number of faculty in each college.
Dr. van der Smissen also reported
that the Senate will be somewhat
larger this year, either 65 or 66
members, because either one or two
representatives from the new
autonomous School of Technology
must be added.
Arthur Neal, sociology, vice chair of
the Senate, reported on the effort to
be undertaken to define the mission
of the University. Neal, who will chair
the mission statement committee,
said a group of subcommittees will
be formed to report for special
interests and constituencies, feeding
their reports to a "master" committee
that will draft a mission statement.
That committee will include a
representative from the Board of
Trust~s. the Ohio Board of Regents,
the Graduate Student Senate and
Undergradoate Student Government
as well as five or six faculty and three
or four members of the central
administration, Neal said.
Also planned are a series of
symposia and workshops which will
be open to the entire University
community.
Dr. Neal said the goal is to
complete the mission statement by
the end of the current academic year
and implement it in 1984-85.
"We will not produce an abstract
document," he said. "We will produce
a positive statement... that will help
us set our priorities."
Dr. van der Smlssen also reported
on the activities of the various Senate
committees, noting that members of
the new Academic Affairs Committee
will be named soon. That committee,
which replaces the former Academic
Policies Committee, will serve as a
link between the Graduate and
Undergraduate councils and the
Senate. Members are to be chosen
within the next week or so.
Last year's members of the Faculty
Senate Budget Committee will
continue on an interim basis this
year, with representatives from the
health, music and Flrelands collegl!S
to be added.

Monitor
MonHor Is pubffshed -.kly for
faculty and staff of Bowling G.._.
State Unlwenlty. The deadline to
submit copy for the next Issue,
Monday, Sept. 19, Is 5 p.m. Tuesday,
Sept.13.
Editor: Unda SW81sgood
EdHorial Anlstant Deborah
Schmoak
Change of address and other notices
should tie sent to:
Monitor
Office of Public Relations
808 Administration Bldg.
Bowflng Green, Ohio 43403

PUT IT IN WRITING. Monitor will continue this
year to accept letters of opinion from faculty and staff.
Letters will be published the last Monday of each
month in a special "Commentary" section.
All letters intended for publication in the Sepl 26
issue must be submitted to the editor of Monitor in 806
Administration Building no later than Thursday (Sept
15). "Commentaries" should be limited to the range of
350 words.

COMPUTERS FOR SALE. The biological sciences
department has three Compucolor II microcomputers,
16K, with internal six-inch floppy disk drives, for sale
to departrnent.t and offices. The computers have excellent color graphic capabilities and are being sold for
$500 each. For further information contact Sue Boxley
at 372-2332.

Faculty Research Committee
funds variety of activities
Oct. 31 is the deadline for faculty
with doctoral or other terminal
degrees to apply for the annual
awards granted by the Faculty
Research Committee.
The annual awards fund research
to begin after July 1, 1984.
FRC awards fall into two
categories:
- Research grants which provide
funds for supplies, minor equipment,
temporary employment and travel
directly related to and required by the
nature of a specific research effort;
- Research associateships, which
are granted either for full·time or part·
time summer projects.
FRC funds are inten~ to
supplement external support for
faculty research and preference in
making the awards is therefore given
to applicants who have applied to
external agencies for funding as well
as to the FRC.

Guidelines and application
materials-for the annual program are
available in the Graduate College
office, 120 McFall Center.
The FRC also awards small
research grants intended to provide
rapid response to immediate research
needs throughout the year. The grants
are limited to $750 and are valid for
six months after the date of the
award.
Travel grants also are available to
help defray unusual or exceptional
expenses associated with the
presentation of research papers at
important meetings of national or
international professional societies.
In addition, the FRC will provide 50
percent matching awards with
departments for research published in
professional journals.
Further information about all these
programs is available in the Graduate
College office.

Grants
J. Christopher Dalton, chemistry,
$15,000 from the American Chemical
Society/Petroleum Research Fund to
continue his study of the photochemistry
of acylsilanes and reactions of
siloxycarbenes.
Richard Frye, educational development,
$145,760 from the U.S. Dept. of Education
to fund the Upward Bound program for
1983-84.
This will be the 17th year that the
University has operated the program for
125 inner city high school sophomores
and juniors from Toledo and Fremont. The
program provides intensive instruction in
basic academic skills for economically
deprived and educationally disadvantaged
youths.
Willi;;m B. Jackson, environmer.tal
research and services, $8, 100 from the
Office of International Cooperation and
Development, U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, as
funding for a student from Somalia to
study vertebrate pest management at the
University for one year.
He also received $8,360 from the Danida
Mission, Royal Danish Embassy, Tanzania,
for another graduate student to study
vertebrate pest management at the
University this year.

Faculty and staff interested in
public service careers, the
nominating an undergraduate for a
scholarships cover expenses up to a
maximum of $5,000 annually for up to
Harry S. Truman Scholarship should
contact William 0. Reichert, political
four years. Two students may be
_selected from colleges and
science, for !jfil~ajl~.Q!'!Jh~.,er~~-e<ture
~ Ji!Jiversities in Ohio.
tO follow . .' 0i IZ'l; sni ;O zon\099::>U'~
Truman Scho arships w1 1l>e - Students nominated for the Truman
awarded on the basis.of merit to
- awards will be evaluated on the basis
students who will be college juniors
of their potential for leadership in
in the 1984-85 academic year and who government and academic
have an outstanding potential for
performance. The Initial stage of the
leadership in government.
competition will be an interview
Funded through the Harry S.
conducted on campus by a Bowling
Truman Foundation, established by
Green faculty committee appointed
Congress as a continuing scholarship
for that purpose.
program designed to provide
The deadline to apply for a Truman
opportunities for outstanding
Scholarship is Friday, Oct. 14.
students who wish to prepare for

Acting placement director appointed
degree in 1966 and his master's
degree in 1971. He joined the
University staff in 1967 as an
assistant in the Campus Planning
Office and was named a placement
assistant in 1970.
As assistant placement director his
primary responsibility has been
elementary and secondary teacher
placement.

Student affairs broaden in scope
Continued from page 1
response to student demand all
student affairs offices are now open
during the lunch hour.
Having chaired a committee
appointed last year by Dr. Olscamp
on the recruitment and retention of
minority and non-traditional students,
she also is concerned with making
the University more responsive to the
needs of its various minority
populations. And, as chair of the
Human Relations Commission last
year, she was active in dealing with
such issues as sexual harassment
and discrimination, something which
she will continue as a vice president.
Impressed with the quality of staff
in the student affairs area, Dr.
Edmonds noted that she anticipates a
busy year that will Include developing
programs for both students and staff.
They will work with her to develop a
philosophical stance for the student
affairs area--whlctr ls'consistent with
the 1misslon of the-University.

Programs for the staff's own
professional development will be
given a high priority.
"We will be formulating a list of
expectations of both ourselves as
professionals and of our respective
areas,'' she said, "and I am confident
that we are on .our way to a very
productive year."

Foreign Service
exam to be given
The Foreign Service written
examination, required of anyone
interested In a foreign service career,
is scheduled to be given Dec. 3, 1983.
To be eligible for the examination,
a completed application must be
received by the Educational Testing
Service no later than Oct. 21.
For further information, visit the
political science department office in
223 Williams Hall.

If you are responsible for, or involved with, programs, policies and such, make sure Fact Line has the

information, and add Fact Line to your mailing lists. It
can be contacted through the Office of Public Re)a..
tions, eighth floor of the Administration Building

(372-2616).
If somebody's phone has to ring off the wall, why not
let it be theirs?
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Truman Scholarship deadline near

Jerry Richardson, assistant director
of placement services since 1972, has
been named acting director of the
placement office.
Richardson succeeds James L
Galloway who retired in August after
26 years in the placement director's
post.
A grad~ate of Bowling Green,
Richardson received a bachelor's

NEED AN ASSISTANT? HOW ABOUT ONE
FOR FREE? Thafs Campus Fact Line. Each year the
student operators at Fact Line answer more than
180,000 calls, most concerning campus activities,
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will result in the preparation of a complete
historic district nomination for the
National Register of Historic Places.

Publications

Reynolds, educational administration and
supervision, "A Cost Analysis of Technical
Training in Ohio's Two-Year Degree
Programs," in the summer 1983 edition of
the two-year college journal, The
Associate.

Bruce Colvin, doctoral candidate in
biological sciences, co-authored a U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service report on
secondary hazards to screech owls
associated with the use of Valid
(brodifacoum bail) for controling voles in
orchards. The report was submitted to the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.

Richard E. Messer, English, "Black Dog
Spring," a short story in the spring issue
of The North Dakota Review.

Wallace DePue, music composition and
theory, "O Be Joyful, .. published by
Alexander Broude Inc. in July. The choral
wor' 's for mixed voices.

Larry Smith, humanities. Firelands, two
poems, .. Let Them Eat Cheese:· in San
Fernando Poetry Journal, summer 1983,
and "Cutting Down the Maple in My
Father's Yard." in Perian Spring. Brandon
University, Manitoba, Canada,

Bonnie Gratch, library information
services, Betty Chan and Judith
Lingenfelter, State University of New York
at Brockport, Sports and Physical
Education: A Guide to the Reference
Resources, published in May by
Greenwood Press.

Arjun K. Gupta,-mathematics and
statistics, "Estimation in Contingency
Tables using Prior Information," an article
co-authored by James Albert in The
Journal of the Royal Statistical Society,
series B, vol. 45. ,
Harold Johnson, psychology, $10,998
He also is the author of "Preparations
from the U.S. Dept. of Justice to support ~··for-College Teaching' in Statistics" in
the dissertation research and writlng'i:lf
Proc~if!f!~ !?! ti}! F{rs! lntet11afiona1
Patrick J. Mason whose research project
Conference on Teacning of Statistics,
University of Sheffield, vol. 1.
is entitled "The Detection of Information
Another of his articles, "The Region of
Using the Guilty Knowledge Technique."
Positivity and Unimodality In the
Donald Kausch, psychology, $10,000
Truncated Series of a Nonparametric
from the Ohio Dept. of Mental Health,
Kernel Density Estimator," is included in
The Journal of the Korean Statistical
funding for student trainees who serve In
mental health institutions or agencies this Society. vol. 10.
academic year.
He also is the co-author of "Distribution
of Likelihood·Ratio Criterion for the
Watter F. McKeever, psychology,
Problem of k·samples" in Metron, vol. 40.
$25,413 from the National lns1itute of
Neurological and Communicative
Harry W. Hoemann, psychology, Shirley
Disorders and Stroke, Public Health
Hoemann and R Lucafo, "Sign Language
Service, Dept. of Health and Human
Flash Cards, Vol. II," recently published
Services, to continue his research aimed
by the National Association of the Deaf.
at identifying lateralities of cerebral
The cards are a sequel to an earlier
function and determining how these are
volume produced by the Hoemanns and
organized in normal persons as functions
are accompanied by a videotape produced
of handedness, familial sinistrality,
by WBGU-TV featuring Darlene Stefanski
handwriting posture and sex.
executing the signs.
The Hoemanns and E. Oates also are
Conrad McRoberls, financial aid and
the editors of Unguagem de Sinais do
student employment, $1.7 million from the Brasil, published by the Centro
U.S. Dept. of Education to fund the Pell
Educational Deficientes Auditivos in Porto
Grant program at Bowling Green for
Alegre, Brazil, and including 12
1983-84.
contributed papers on the sign language
Pell Grant awards are intended as the
of that country; a transcript of a videotape
"floor" of eligible students' financial aid
of deaf people signing, and illus1rations of
packages and are based on a Family
337 signs. An English version is in
preparation.
Contribution Analysis Report.
Dr. Hoemann also is the co-author with
Fred J. Miller Jr., philosophy; Jeffrey
D. Mullin of "Interpreters' perspectives on
Paul, philosophy, and Ellen Paul, political
deafness and deaf people," an item in The
science, $2,763 from Master Chemical,
Reflector: A Journal for Sign Language
Teachers and Interpreters, vol. 6, 1983.
Inc., of Perrysburg for the Social
Philosophy and Policy Center to support a
Peter M. Hutchinson. economics, "Risk
graduate assistantship.
Aversion's Impact on Bank Mortcage
The Center also has received a $15,000
Lending: Evidence from the USA." an
grant from the Procter & Gamble Fund to
article accepted for publication in the
support its general operating budget.
journal, International Review of
Economics and Business.
Michael Moore, arts unlimited, $12, 100
Co-authored by L Peter Alonzi of Loyola
from the National Endowment for the Arts
University, the article is expected to be
to fund the Arts Unlimited program for
published in a special issue of the journal
1983-84.
to be released in October-November this
The program aims to develop aesthetic
year.
perception skills in s1udents in the Wood
County Schools through a series of
R. Errol Lam, library information workshops for their teachers.
services, "Tuning in the Television
Directories," an article in Reference
Duane Tucker, WBGlJ.TV, $236,834 from
the Northwest Ohio Educational TeleYision Setvices Review, summer 1983.
Foundation to provide 900 hours of
Marilyn I. LeYinson, Center for Archival
instructional television broadcasts for
Collections, and Martha J. Lause,
member schools of the NWOETV
"Cataloging of historical photographs in
Foundation.
small to medium-sized archival
operations," in The Midwestern Archivist,
Paul Yon. Center for Archival
vol. 8, no. 1. - -., -'
Collections, $10,000.from the Ohio
Preservation Office for a comprehensive
-· . Joune Martin-Reynolds; educational
archltectural survey and inventory of the
curriculum and instruction, ,and ,BIH J~
central business district in Findlay which

David H. Ostroff, speech
communication, "Add Videoconferencing
to Your TV Production Course," an article
in EITV, August 1983.

Andras Szentkiralyi, music composition
and theory, "Bartok and the 20th
Century," in Studia Musico/ogica, vol. 24.

Recognitions
A composition by Burton Beerman,
music composition and theory, will be
premiered in March by the Columbus
Symphony Orchestra. The piece is entitled
"Moments 19n."
Orlando Behling, management, has
been selected as editor of the Academy
of Management Review, one of two
major journals published by the
Academy.
The publication is circulated to more
than 7,000 management professionals.
Arjun K. Gupta, mathematics and
statistics, has been named to the editorial
board of The International Journal of
Science and Technology.
He also served as the external examiner
of a doctoral dissertation, "Contributions
to the Theory of Generalized Inverses, the
Linear Model and Outliers," from the
University of Cape Town, South Africa.
In addition, he was chosen to edit "The
Analysis of Categorical Data," a special
volume of Communications in Statistics,
published by Marcel Dekker. Inc.
Kathleen Howard-Merrlan, political
science, has been retained as a
consultant for the Small Farmer
Production Project, funded by the U.S.
Agency for International Development and
the government of Egypt, during fall
semester 1983.
She will do extensive field research on
and develop policies for reaching the
woman farmer, resuming full teaching
duties in January 1984.
Wayne A. Johnson. accounting and
management information systems, has
been elected a national director of the
National Association of Accountants.
He also recently was elected a member
of the NAA's Stuart Cameron McLeod
Society.
Fujlya Kawashima, history, was one of
five Americans invited to attend a
conference entitled "Korean Society: A
His1orical and Anthropological Review"
Aug. 28-Sept. 4 in Kaangju, North Korea.
The conference was sponsored by the
International Cultural Society of Korea.
Joanne Martin-Reynolds. educational
curriculum and instruction, has been
appointed chair of the National
Resolutions Committee of the Association
for Supervision and Curriculum
Development, a professional organization
for teachers and administrators with more
than 30,000 members.
SteYen C. Russell, special education,
has been granted associate member
status In the International Academy for
Research In Leaming Disabilities. The
organization recognizes recent recipients
of doctoral degrees whose dissertations
are in the learning disabilities field.

Presentations
Richard Burice, educational foundations
and inquiry, presented "A Year of High
Expectations" at the opening session for
teachers in the Springfield local schools
Aug. 26.
John Cavanaugh, psychology, presented
a paper, "Psychological Adjustment as it
Relates to Control in Young Juvenile
Diabetics," at meeting of the American
Psychological Association in Anaheim,
Calif. The paper was co-authored by
Sheila Vercruysse.
Jeffrey Gordon, geography. presented a
paper, "Onondaga Iroquois Tcponyms: An
Approach to Historical and Contemporary
Indian Landscape Perception:· and
chaired a session, "Geographic
Education," at the annual meeting of the
Association of American Geographers in
Denver.
He also presented .. A Classification of
Markets•· at the 1983 annual meeting of
the Ohio Academy of Science in April.
Arjun K. Gupta, mathematics and
statistics, chaired a session on
"Research: A Help for Teaching, or 'The
King's New Clothes'?" at the 61st annual
meeting of the National Council of
Teachers of Mathematics in Detroit.
He also presented an invited paper,
"Classification by Multiple Observations,"
at the International Statistical Conference
organized by the Greek Statistical
Institute, Athens-Delphi.
Kathleen Howard-Meniam, political
science, presented a paper on "Women's
Political Participation in Morocco's
Development: How Much and For Whom?"
at the Third International Conference of
the Maghreb Review June 27·28 in London.
At the same conference, John_-G.
Merriam, political science, presented
"Morocco's Commitment Jo Agrarian
Reform and Rural Development An
Examination."
Richard James, music theory and
history, performed a program of Medieval
English music with Gloria Pfeif and Ann
Corrigan as part of the Summer Sounds of
Brass series at Franklin Park Mall this
summer. They were guests of the Tower
Brass Quintet.
R. Errol lam, library and learning
resources, was one of three minority
community leaders from northwest Ohio
featured on WTVG~TV's '"Minority Report"
program in early July.
He joined Rev. Floyd Rose, president of
the Toledo branch of the NAACP, and
Baldemar Velasquez. president of the
Farm Labor Organizing Committee, in
discussing "Minorities and Independence
Day Celebrations."
Ernie Pancsofar, special education,
presented a two-day workshop entitled
"After You Collect the Data, What Do You
Do Next!" Aug. 24-25 in Columbia, S.C.

Jeffrey Paul, philosophy, presented a
commentary on David Braybrooke's paper,
"Preferences Opposed to the Market," at
a Conference on Philosophy, Economics
and Justice May 20-22 at the University of
Waterloo.
Lajos Vlncze, sociology, presented a
lecture entitled "Contemporary Social
Research in the United States: New
Ett.nographic Perspectives for Eastern
Europe" at the University of Budapest
while he was on leave from the University
last year.
He also presented another lecture, "The
Image of the Peasant in the American and
East European Ethnological Literature" at
the University of Debrecen.
Dr. Vincze spent last year in Hungary
researching bilingualism, language shift
and ethnic identity among the Rumanian
minority of that country. His research was
funded by ~he National Academy of
Sciences.

THE BEST THINGS IN LIFE ARE FREE. Green
Sheet is proof of thal Distributed free to faculty, staff
and students, Green Sheet provides the most comprehensive listing of activities on the campus. This
semester Green Sheet will be published Sept 16 and
30, Ocl 14 and 28, Nov. 11 and Dec. 2.

There is no charge for listing an evenl Items for inclusion should be submitted in writing to the Green
Sheet editor, Office of Public Relations, 806 Administration Bldg. The deadline to submit information
is noon, the Wednesday before the publication date.

Faculty Senate
The 1984 summer session calendar
was the main topic for discussion at
the first meeting of the Faculty
Senate on Sept. 6.
The calendar, which had been
approved last spring by Academic
Council, was amended during the
summer to meet special needs of the
College of Education which feared
significant enrollment decline with
the calendar approved by Academic
Council.
That calendar called for a five-week
summer term to begin May 21, 1984
(commencement is May 12), another
five·week term to begin on June 25,
and an eight·week term to begin on
June 25.
Because the first five·week term is
scheduled before public schools
dismiss for the summer, prohibiting
school teachers from enrolling, the
College of Education requested that
some accommodations be made to
provide two sessions of classes for
those teachers who normally enroll at
the University during the summer.
Since the Academic Council had
requested last spring when a
calendar was approved that such
options be explored for summer 1984,
the decision was made during the
summer to implement a summer
calendar with five terms as listed
below:
- Summer Term I (5 weeks): May
21-June 22
- Summer Term II (5 weeks limited to graduate courses in the
College of Education only): June
18-July 20
- Summer Term Ill (5 weeks):
June~uly27

- Summer Term IV (8 weeks):
June 25-Aug. 17
- Summer Term V (4 weeks limited to graduate courses in the
College of Education only): July
23-Aug. 17.
Commencement is scheduled on
Saturday, Aug. 18, 1984.
Senators objected to the fact that
the calendar was altered without
faculty input during the summer,
noting that "break" times have
virtually been eliminated in the new
calendar and questioning whether the
calendar will have an adverse impact
on enrollment because of the early
starting date for the first term.
Betty van der Smissen, Senate
chair, will pursue the calendar issue
with the administration to determine
if there is room for further debate
and/or alteration.
The senate also discussed
President Olscamp's proposal to
change the format for spring
commencement. Comments were
equally divided on the issue, although
all faculty expressed the need for a
more orderly procedure.
The Senate also was updated on
the status of the Student Legal
Service approved by the Board of
Trustees last spring. Brian Baird,
USG, reported that approximately
two-thirds of the $30,000 needed to
Initiate the service has been
collected, adding that the full amount
should be on hand by spring
semester.
Reporting on several interpretations
of the new Academic Charter, Dr. van
der Smissen announced that
President Olscamp and the Senate
Executive Committee have ruled that
the charter took effect on June 17,
1983, the date that the trustees
approved the amended document.
Specifically she noted that faculty
·who were hired after that date are

therefore able to take advantage of
the new provision for waiving prior
experience for consideration of tenure
and that the new promotion criteria
also took effect that day.
She discussed the composition of
the new Undergraduate Council
created in the revised charter, noting
that there will be 15 faculty on the
council this year: seven from arts and
sciences; two each from business
administration and education, and
one each from health and community
services, musical arts, technology
and Firelands. Apportionment was
based upon numbers of FTE students
served by the respective colleges and
the number of faculty in each college.
Dr. van der Smissen also reported
that the Senate will be somewhat
larger this year, either 65 or 66
members, because either one or two
representatives from the new
autonomous School of Technology
must be added.
Arthur Neal, sociology, vice chair of
the Senate, reported on the effort to
be undertaken to define the mission
of the University. Neal, who will chair
the mission statement committee,
said a group of subcommittees will
be formed to report for special
interests and constituencies, feeding
their reports to a "master" committee
that will draft a mission statement.
That committee will include a
representative from the Board of
Trust~s. the Ohio Board of Regents,
the Graduate Student Senate and
Undergradoate Student Government
as well as five or six faculty and three
or four members of the central
administration, Neal said.
Also planned are a series of
symposia and workshops which will
be open to the entire University
community.
Dr. Neal said the goal is to
complete the mission statement by
the end of the current academic year
and implement it in 1984-85.
"We will not produce an abstract
document," he said. "We will produce
a positive statement... that will help
us set our priorities."
Dr. van der Smlssen also reported
on the activities of the various Senate
committees, noting that members of
the new Academic Affairs Committee
will be named soon. That committee,
which replaces the former Academic
Policies Committee, will serve as a
link between the Graduate and
Undergraduate councils and the
Senate. Members are to be chosen
within the next week or so.
Last year's members of the Faculty
Senate Budget Committee will
continue on an interim basis this
year, with representatives from the
health, music and Flrelands collegl!S
to be added.

Monitor
MonHor Is pubffshed -.kly for
faculty and staff of Bowling G.._.
State Unlwenlty. The deadline to
submit copy for the next Issue,
Monday, Sept. 19, Is 5 p.m. Tuesday,
Sept.13.
Editor: Unda SW81sgood
EdHorial Anlstant Deborah
Schmoak
Change of address and other notices
should tie sent to:
Monitor
Office of Public Relations
808 Administration Bldg.
Bowflng Green, Ohio 43403

PUT IT IN WRITING. Monitor will continue this
year to accept letters of opinion from faculty and staff.
Letters will be published the last Monday of each
month in a special "Commentary" section.
All letters intended for publication in the Sepl 26
issue must be submitted to the editor of Monitor in 806
Administration Building no later than Thursday (Sept
15). "Commentaries" should be limited to the range of
350 words.

COMPUTERS FOR SALE. The biological sciences
department has three Compucolor II microcomputers,
16K, with internal six-inch floppy disk drives, for sale
to departrnent.t and offices. The computers have excellent color graphic capabilities and are being sold for
$500 each. For further information contact Sue Boxley
at 372-2332.

Faculty Research Committee
funds variety of activities
Oct. 31 is the deadline for faculty
with doctoral or other terminal
degrees to apply for the annual
awards granted by the Faculty
Research Committee.
The annual awards fund research
to begin after July 1, 1984.
FRC awards fall into two
categories:
- Research grants which provide
funds for supplies, minor equipment,
temporary employment and travel
directly related to and required by the
nature of a specific research effort;
- Research associateships, which
are granted either for full·time or part·
time summer projects.
FRC funds are inten~ to
supplement external support for
faculty research and preference in
making the awards is therefore given
to applicants who have applied to
external agencies for funding as well
as to the FRC.

Guidelines and application
materials-for the annual program are
available in the Graduate College
office, 120 McFall Center.
The FRC also awards small
research grants intended to provide
rapid response to immediate research
needs throughout the year. The grants
are limited to $750 and are valid for
six months after the date of the
award.
Travel grants also are available to
help defray unusual or exceptional
expenses associated with the
presentation of research papers at
important meetings of national or
international professional societies.
In addition, the FRC will provide 50
percent matching awards with
departments for research published in
professional journals.
Further information about all these
programs is available in the Graduate
College office.

Grants
J. Christopher Dalton, chemistry,
$15,000 from the American Chemical
Society/Petroleum Research Fund to
continue his study of the photochemistry
of acylsilanes and reactions of
siloxycarbenes.
Richard Frye, educational development,
$145,760 from the U.S. Dept. of Education
to fund the Upward Bound program for
1983-84.
This will be the 17th year that the
University has operated the program for
125 inner city high school sophomores
and juniors from Toledo and Fremont. The
program provides intensive instruction in
basic academic skills for economically
deprived and educationally disadvantaged
youths.
Willi;;m B. Jackson, environmer.tal
research and services, $8, 100 from the
Office of International Cooperation and
Development, U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, as
funding for a student from Somalia to
study vertebrate pest management at the
University for one year.
He also received $8,360 from the Danida
Mission, Royal Danish Embassy, Tanzania,
for another graduate student to study
vertebrate pest management at the
University this year.

Faculty and staff interested in
public service careers, the
nominating an undergraduate for a
scholarships cover expenses up to a
maximum of $5,000 annually for up to
Harry S. Truman Scholarship should
contact William 0. Reichert, political
four years. Two students may be
_selected from colleges and
science, for !jfil~ajl~.Q!'!Jh~.,er~~-e<ture
~ Ji!Jiversities in Ohio.
tO follow . .' 0i IZ'l; sni ;O zon\099::>U'~
Truman Scho arships w1 1l>e - Students nominated for the Truman
awarded on the basis.of merit to
- awards will be evaluated on the basis
students who will be college juniors
of their potential for leadership in
in the 1984-85 academic year and who government and academic
have an outstanding potential for
performance. The Initial stage of the
leadership in government.
competition will be an interview
Funded through the Harry S.
conducted on campus by a Bowling
Truman Foundation, established by
Green faculty committee appointed
Congress as a continuing scholarship
for that purpose.
program designed to provide
The deadline to apply for a Truman
opportunities for outstanding
Scholarship is Friday, Oct. 14.
students who wish to prepare for

Acting placement director appointed
degree in 1966 and his master's
degree in 1971. He joined the
University staff in 1967 as an
assistant in the Campus Planning
Office and was named a placement
assistant in 1970.
As assistant placement director his
primary responsibility has been
elementary and secondary teacher
placement.

Student affairs broaden in scope
Continued from page 1
response to student demand all
student affairs offices are now open
during the lunch hour.
Having chaired a committee
appointed last year by Dr. Olscamp
on the recruitment and retention of
minority and non-traditional students,
she also is concerned with making
the University more responsive to the
needs of its various minority
populations. And, as chair of the
Human Relations Commission last
year, she was active in dealing with
such issues as sexual harassment
and discrimination, something which
she will continue as a vice president.
Impressed with the quality of staff
in the student affairs area, Dr.
Edmonds noted that she anticipates a
busy year that will Include developing
programs for both students and staff.
They will work with her to develop a
philosophical stance for the student
affairs area--whlctr ls'consistent with
the 1misslon of the-University.

Programs for the staff's own
professional development will be
given a high priority.
"We will be formulating a list of
expectations of both ourselves as
professionals and of our respective
areas,'' she said, "and I am confident
that we are on .our way to a very
productive year."

Foreign Service
exam to be given
The Foreign Service written
examination, required of anyone
interested In a foreign service career,
is scheduled to be given Dec. 3, 1983.
To be eligible for the examination,
a completed application must be
received by the Educational Testing
Service no later than Oct. 21.
For further information, visit the
political science department office in
223 Williams Hall.
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Truman Scholarship deadline near

Jerry Richardson, assistant director
of placement services since 1972, has
been named acting director of the
placement office.
Richardson succeeds James L
Galloway who retired in August after
26 years in the placement director's
post.
A grad~ate of Bowling Green,
Richardson received a bachelor's
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will result in the preparation of a complete
historic district nomination for the
National Register of Historic Places.

Publications

Reynolds, educational administration and
supervision, "A Cost Analysis of Technical
Training in Ohio's Two-Year Degree
Programs," in the summer 1983 edition of
the two-year college journal, The
Associate.

Bruce Colvin, doctoral candidate in
biological sciences, co-authored a U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service report on
secondary hazards to screech owls
associated with the use of Valid
(brodifacoum bail) for controling voles in
orchards. The report was submitted to the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.

Richard E. Messer, English, "Black Dog
Spring," a short story in the spring issue
of The North Dakota Review.

Wallace DePue, music composition and
theory, "O Be Joyful, .. published by
Alexander Broude Inc. in July. The choral
wor' 's for mixed voices.

Larry Smith, humanities. Firelands, two
poems, .. Let Them Eat Cheese:· in San
Fernando Poetry Journal, summer 1983,
and "Cutting Down the Maple in My
Father's Yard." in Perian Spring. Brandon
University, Manitoba, Canada,

Bonnie Gratch, library information
services, Betty Chan and Judith
Lingenfelter, State University of New York
at Brockport, Sports and Physical
Education: A Guide to the Reference
Resources, published in May by
Greenwood Press.

Arjun K. Gupta,-mathematics and
statistics, "Estimation in Contingency
Tables using Prior Information," an article
co-authored by James Albert in The
Journal of the Royal Statistical Society,
series B, vol. 45. ,
Harold Johnson, psychology, $10,998
He also is the author of "Preparations
from the U.S. Dept. of Justice to support ~··for-College Teaching' in Statistics" in
the dissertation research and writlng'i:lf
Proc~if!f!~ !?! ti}! F{rs! lntet11afiona1
Patrick J. Mason whose research project
Conference on Teacning of Statistics,
University of Sheffield, vol. 1.
is entitled "The Detection of Information
Another of his articles, "The Region of
Using the Guilty Knowledge Technique."
Positivity and Unimodality In the
Donald Kausch, psychology, $10,000
Truncated Series of a Nonparametric
from the Ohio Dept. of Mental Health,
Kernel Density Estimator," is included in
The Journal of the Korean Statistical
funding for student trainees who serve In
mental health institutions or agencies this Society. vol. 10.
academic year.
He also is the co-author of "Distribution
of Likelihood·Ratio Criterion for the
Watter F. McKeever, psychology,
Problem of k·samples" in Metron, vol. 40.
$25,413 from the National lns1itute of
Neurological and Communicative
Harry W. Hoemann, psychology, Shirley
Disorders and Stroke, Public Health
Hoemann and R Lucafo, "Sign Language
Service, Dept. of Health and Human
Flash Cards, Vol. II," recently published
Services, to continue his research aimed
by the National Association of the Deaf.
at identifying lateralities of cerebral
The cards are a sequel to an earlier
function and determining how these are
volume produced by the Hoemanns and
organized in normal persons as functions
are accompanied by a videotape produced
of handedness, familial sinistrality,
by WBGU-TV featuring Darlene Stefanski
handwriting posture and sex.
executing the signs.
The Hoemanns and E. Oates also are
Conrad McRoberls, financial aid and
the editors of Unguagem de Sinais do
student employment, $1.7 million from the Brasil, published by the Centro
U.S. Dept. of Education to fund the Pell
Educational Deficientes Auditivos in Porto
Grant program at Bowling Green for
Alegre, Brazil, and including 12
1983-84.
contributed papers on the sign language
Pell Grant awards are intended as the
of that country; a transcript of a videotape
"floor" of eligible students' financial aid
of deaf people signing, and illus1rations of
packages and are based on a Family
337 signs. An English version is in
preparation.
Contribution Analysis Report.
Dr. Hoemann also is the co-author with
Fred J. Miller Jr., philosophy; Jeffrey
D. Mullin of "Interpreters' perspectives on
Paul, philosophy, and Ellen Paul, political
deafness and deaf people," an item in The
science, $2,763 from Master Chemical,
Reflector: A Journal for Sign Language
Teachers and Interpreters, vol. 6, 1983.
Inc., of Perrysburg for the Social
Philosophy and Policy Center to support a
Peter M. Hutchinson. economics, "Risk
graduate assistantship.
Aversion's Impact on Bank Mortcage
The Center also has received a $15,000
Lending: Evidence from the USA." an
grant from the Procter & Gamble Fund to
article accepted for publication in the
support its general operating budget.
journal, International Review of
Economics and Business.
Michael Moore, arts unlimited, $12, 100
Co-authored by L Peter Alonzi of Loyola
from the National Endowment for the Arts
University, the article is expected to be
to fund the Arts Unlimited program for
published in a special issue of the journal
1983-84.
to be released in October-November this
The program aims to develop aesthetic
year.
perception skills in s1udents in the Wood
County Schools through a series of
R. Errol Lam, library information workshops for their teachers.
services, "Tuning in the Television
Directories," an article in Reference
Duane Tucker, WBGlJ.TV, $236,834 from
the Northwest Ohio Educational TeleYision Setvices Review, summer 1983.
Foundation to provide 900 hours of
Marilyn I. LeYinson, Center for Archival
instructional television broadcasts for
Collections, and Martha J. Lause,
member schools of the NWOETV
"Cataloging of historical photographs in
Foundation.
small to medium-sized archival
operations," in The Midwestern Archivist,
Paul Yon. Center for Archival
vol. 8, no. 1. - -., -'
Collections, $10,000.from the Ohio
Preservation Office for a comprehensive
-· . Joune Martin-Reynolds; educational
archltectural survey and inventory of the
curriculum and instruction, ,and ,BIH J~
central business district in Findlay which

David H. Ostroff, speech
communication, "Add Videoconferencing
to Your TV Production Course," an article
in EITV, August 1983.

Andras Szentkiralyi, music composition
and theory, "Bartok and the 20th
Century," in Studia Musico/ogica, vol. 24.

Recognitions
A composition by Burton Beerman,
music composition and theory, will be
premiered in March by the Columbus
Symphony Orchestra. The piece is entitled
"Moments 19n."
Orlando Behling, management, has
been selected as editor of the Academy
of Management Review, one of two
major journals published by the
Academy.
The publication is circulated to more
than 7,000 management professionals.
Arjun K. Gupta, mathematics and
statistics, has been named to the editorial
board of The International Journal of
Science and Technology.
He also served as the external examiner
of a doctoral dissertation, "Contributions
to the Theory of Generalized Inverses, the
Linear Model and Outliers," from the
University of Cape Town, South Africa.
In addition, he was chosen to edit "The
Analysis of Categorical Data," a special
volume of Communications in Statistics,
published by Marcel Dekker. Inc.
Kathleen Howard-Merrlan, political
science, has been retained as a
consultant for the Small Farmer
Production Project, funded by the U.S.
Agency for International Development and
the government of Egypt, during fall
semester 1983.
She will do extensive field research on
and develop policies for reaching the
woman farmer, resuming full teaching
duties in January 1984.
Wayne A. Johnson. accounting and
management information systems, has
been elected a national director of the
National Association of Accountants.
He also recently was elected a member
of the NAA's Stuart Cameron McLeod
Society.
Fujlya Kawashima, history, was one of
five Americans invited to attend a
conference entitled "Korean Society: A
His1orical and Anthropological Review"
Aug. 28-Sept. 4 in Kaangju, North Korea.
The conference was sponsored by the
International Cultural Society of Korea.
Joanne Martin-Reynolds. educational
curriculum and instruction, has been
appointed chair of the National
Resolutions Committee of the Association
for Supervision and Curriculum
Development, a professional organization
for teachers and administrators with more
than 30,000 members.
SteYen C. Russell, special education,
has been granted associate member
status In the International Academy for
Research In Leaming Disabilities. The
organization recognizes recent recipients
of doctoral degrees whose dissertations
are in the learning disabilities field.

Presentations
Richard Burice, educational foundations
and inquiry, presented "A Year of High
Expectations" at the opening session for
teachers in the Springfield local schools
Aug. 26.
John Cavanaugh, psychology, presented
a paper, "Psychological Adjustment as it
Relates to Control in Young Juvenile
Diabetics," at meeting of the American
Psychological Association in Anaheim,
Calif. The paper was co-authored by
Sheila Vercruysse.
Jeffrey Gordon, geography. presented a
paper, "Onondaga Iroquois Tcponyms: An
Approach to Historical and Contemporary
Indian Landscape Perception:· and
chaired a session, "Geographic
Education," at the annual meeting of the
Association of American Geographers in
Denver.
He also presented .. A Classification of
Markets•· at the 1983 annual meeting of
the Ohio Academy of Science in April.
Arjun K. Gupta, mathematics and
statistics, chaired a session on
"Research: A Help for Teaching, or 'The
King's New Clothes'?" at the 61st annual
meeting of the National Council of
Teachers of Mathematics in Detroit.
He also presented an invited paper,
"Classification by Multiple Observations,"
at the International Statistical Conference
organized by the Greek Statistical
Institute, Athens-Delphi.
Kathleen Howard-Meniam, political
science, presented a paper on "Women's
Political Participation in Morocco's
Development: How Much and For Whom?"
at the Third International Conference of
the Maghreb Review June 27·28 in London.
At the same conference, John_-G.
Merriam, political science, presented
"Morocco's Commitment Jo Agrarian
Reform and Rural Development An
Examination."
Richard James, music theory and
history, performed a program of Medieval
English music with Gloria Pfeif and Ann
Corrigan as part of the Summer Sounds of
Brass series at Franklin Park Mall this
summer. They were guests of the Tower
Brass Quintet.
R. Errol lam, library and learning
resources, was one of three minority
community leaders from northwest Ohio
featured on WTVG~TV's '"Minority Report"
program in early July.
He joined Rev. Floyd Rose, president of
the Toledo branch of the NAACP, and
Baldemar Velasquez. president of the
Farm Labor Organizing Committee, in
discussing "Minorities and Independence
Day Celebrations."
Ernie Pancsofar, special education,
presented a two-day workshop entitled
"After You Collect the Data, What Do You
Do Next!" Aug. 24-25 in Columbia, S.C.

Jeffrey Paul, philosophy, presented a
commentary on David Braybrooke's paper,
"Preferences Opposed to the Market," at
a Conference on Philosophy, Economics
and Justice May 20-22 at the University of
Waterloo.
Lajos Vlncze, sociology, presented a
lecture entitled "Contemporary Social
Research in the United States: New
Ett.nographic Perspectives for Eastern
Europe" at the University of Budapest
while he was on leave from the University
last year.
He also presented another lecture, "The
Image of the Peasant in the American and
East European Ethnological Literature" at
the University of Debrecen.
Dr. Vincze spent last year in Hungary
researching bilingualism, language shift
and ethnic identity among the Rumanian
minority of that country. His research was
funded by ~he National Academy of
Sciences.

PRESIDENTS REPORT AVAILABLE. Copies of
President Olscamp's annual report. which summarizes
accomplishments of the 1982-83 year and outlines
goals for 1983-84. are available in the Jerome Library,
departmental offices and in the Office of the President.
Faculty and staff are encouraged to read the president's report. which includes annual reports from each
of the area vice presidents as well as organizational
charts.

LAST WEEK TO REGISTER. This is the last week
to register for fall special programs at the Student
Recreation Center.
The registration will continue through Friday (Sept.
16) for programs to be offered in tv.·o sessions: Sept
19-0ct 20 and Oct 31-Dec. 8.
For further information. contact the Rec Center office, 372-2711.

NEW TASTE TREAT. There wiU be something different for lunch in the University Union beginning Friday (Sept 16).
A new soup and salad bar, to be open from 11 am.
to 2 p.m. daily, wiU begin seiving customers in the
fonner location of the Cardinal Room.
Featuring three homemade soups and more than 50
fresh traditional and non-traditional salad items each
day, the soup and salad buffet will be available for
$3.50. The price includes all you can eat. and
beverage.
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Theater season to open
with prize-winning play
The spotlight will be on the 1970
Pulitzer Prize winner for drama when
the curtain rises Oct. 8 at the Main
Auditorium on the 1983-84 University
Theatre season.
Lanford Wilson's "The Hot L
Baltimore," a compassionate study of
lost souls trapped by society's
inexorable decay and set in the lobby
of a seedy hotel scheduled for
demolition, will open the new season
with performances Oct. 6-8 and Oct.
12-15.
The play is one of four to be
produced this season in the Main
Auditorium.
Other productions in the theater's
Main Season will include Chekhov's
"Three Sisters," to be staged Nov.
10-12 and Nov. 16-19; Moliere's comic
masterpiece "Tartuffe," on Feb. 16-18
and Feb. 22-25, and the madcap
musical "A Funny Thing Happened on
the Way to the Forum" on April 12-14
and April 18-21.
In addition to the Main Auditorium
season, the University Theatre will
present five productions in the Joe E.
Brown Theater and two plays for
children.
The Joe E. Brown season, which
opens Sept. 28, will include such
plays as "The Real Inspector Hound"
by Tom Stoppard; "A Raisin in the
Sun" by Lorraine Hansberry, and
"Kafka: Story Teller for Today,"
compiled from the writings of Franz
Kafka by Lois Cheney, speech
communication.

Employment
Opportunities
CLASSIAED EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNmES
"Indicates that an Internal candidate from
the department is bidding and being
considered for the position.
NEW VACANCIES
Posting Expiration Date: 5 p.m. Monday,
Sept. 19, 1983
9-19-1

Ubrary Media Technical
Assistant 2
Pay Range26
Library cataloging Dept.
Permanent part-time

CONTINUING VACANCIES
Postlr.g Expiration Date: 5 p.m. Tuesday,
Sept. 13, 1983
9-13-1

Cashier 1
Pay Range 3
University Food Operations
Nine-month part·time

9-13-2

Clerk 2
Pay Range 3
Admissions Office

9-13-3

Cook 1
Pay Range3
University Food Operations
Nine-month full-time

9-13-4

Custodial Worker
Pay Range 2
Plant Operations and
Maintenance

9-13-5

"Food Service Manager 1
Pay Range 27
University Union

9-13-6

Food Service Worker
Pay Range 1
University.Union
Nine-month full-time

9-13-7 · Ubrary Assistant
Pay Range4
Library/Circulation Dept.
Permanent part-time

The University's award-winning
Treehouse Troupe will stage
"Pinocchio" and "Blue Horses" as its
annual children's theater production.
Tickets to plays at the Joe E.
Brown Theater, available only at the
door prior to performances, will be
priced at $1.50 each.
-Reserve seat tickets for plays
staged at the Main Auditorium are $4
each for adults and $2 each for
students, senior citizens and children.
Tickets for ''A Funny Thing Happened
on the Way to the Forum" will be $5
each for adults and $3 each for
other:>.
"Bargain books" of season passes
which can be exchanged for tickets
to the Main Auditorium productions
are priced at $14 for adults and $6 for
students, senior citizens and children.
The bargain books are available now
in 322 South Hall.

20 years of progress

University takes giant steps in computing
Twenty years ago the University
purchased its first computer - an
IBM 1620 that was used exclusively
for faculty research and was housed
on the seventh floor of the
Administration Building.

Recent graduates of the College of Arts and Sciences say they are highly
satisfied with the quality of education they received at Bowling Green and are
particularly pleased with the faculty. They voiced their opinion in a survey
distributed by the college last spring.

Satisfied customers

Graduates give A&S college high marks
If the College of Arts and Sciences
were a product-making company, it is
certain that it would enjoy a large
volume of repeat business.
The reason: It has a lot of satisfied
customers.
In a survey of its spring graduates,
an overwhelming majority gave the
college high marks when asked about
the quality of education they had
received. The graduates also praised
the faculty and academic services of
the college.
"The results were very gratifying,"
said Kendall L Baker, dean. "They
tell us that we are doing a good job
and that we have a quality faculty.
"The results speak highly of the
entire University and say that Bowling
Green is a place to get a quality
education," he added.
Surveys were distributed to all of
the arts and sciences spring
graduates, and a total of 342
(approximately 75 percent) were
returned. Of those returned, 84
percent rated their general education
as being either "good" or "superior,"
and 85 percent listed the quality of
the educational instruction they
received in their major as being either
"good" or "superior."
Those numbers are especially
impressive when the timing of the
survey is considered. Because of the
depressed economy and the relatively
early May graduation, more than onethird of those questioned said they
had not yet found full-time
employment.
While they may have been
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understandably discouraged, more
than 90 percent said they were
actively seeking employment and
expected their education to be an
asset in that search.
Also, more than 70 percent of the
respondents said that if they had to
do it all over again, they would select
the same major program.
However, Dr. Baker said the most
impressive results of the survey came
in response to the question: "Which
professor contributed most
significantly to your education at
Bowling Green?"
More than 92 percent of the
respondents answered that question.
In all, more than 222 faculty were
named. Of those, 168 were arts and
sciences faculty, meaning that more
than 40 percent of the total regular
college faculty were named by the
students as making a significant
contribution to their education.
"This is an extremely impressive
finding," Dr. Baker said, adding, "It is
a genuine tribute to the seriousness
with which college faculty undertake
their teaching and counseling
missions."
The advising program of the
college also was lauded, as more
thar. 72 percent of the respondents
said their departmental or school
advising was either "somewhat
useful" or "very useful."
While the survey was the first
systematic canvassing of students by
the college in several years, Dr. Baker
said he hopes to conduct surveys of

Faculty/Staff Positions
The following faculty position has been authorized:
Biological Sciences: Assistant professor. Contact Reginald Noble {2·2332). Deadline
{e?Clended): Oct. 21, 1983
The following administrative staff positions have been approved:
Athletics: Assistant sports information director. Contact Jack Gregory (2-2401).
Deadline: Sept. 29, 1983. Also, women's tennis coach (part-time). Contact carole Huston
{2·2401). Deadline: Immediate
Continuing Education: Director of evening credit programs and adult learner services.
Contact Office of Continuing Education (2-0181). Deadline: Sept. 20, 1983
Ubrary: Coordinator of library systems. Contact Dwight Burlingame (2-2856). Deadline:
Sept. 15, 1983
Research Services: Director. Contact Gary Heberlein (2-2791). Deadline (extended):
Sept. 15, 1983
University Union: Catering manager (food service). Contact -Ken Close (2-2241).
Deadline: Sept. 16, 1983
'
· •• ... · ..
WBGU·TV: Producer/director, television services. Contact Ronald Gargasz (2-0121).
Deadline: Sept. 19, 1983

graduates twice a year, looking for
ways the college and its programs
can improve and be more responsive
to students.

Datebook
Exhibits
Paintings and drawings by Ron Bandy
and ceramics by Don Ehrlichman, through
Sept. 18, McFall Center Gallery. Hours are
8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday
and 2-5 p.m. Sunday.
Photographs by Carlos Diaz, visiting
School of Art artist, through Sept. 29, Fine
Arts Gallery, School of Art. Gallery hours
are 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. weekdays and 2-5
p.m. Sunday.

Monday, Sept. 12
Organist Vernon Wolcott, faculty recital,
8 p.m., Organ Studio, Moore Musical Arts
Center.

Vlednesday,Sept. 14
UAO plant sale, Promenade Lounge,
Second floor, University Union.
The sale continues through Friday.
Oboist John Bentley and flutist Judith
Bentley, faculty recital, 8 p.m~ Bryan
Recital Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center.
Free.

Thursday, Sept. 15
"Seven Chances," UAO film series, 8
p.m., Gish Film Theater, Hanna Hall.
Admission $1.50 with University l.D. Two
tickets can be purchased with one l.D.

Friday, Sept. 16
Volleyball vs. Central Michigan, 7 p.m.,
Anderson Arena.
"Tootsie," UAO film series, 7:30, 9:45
p.m. and midnight, Main Auditorium,
University Hall. Admission $1.50 with
University l.D. Two tickets can be
purchased with one l.D.

Saturday, Sept. 1 7
Volleyball vs. Eastern Michigan, 2 p.m.,
Anderson Arena.
"Tootsie," UAO film series, 7:30, 9:45
p.m. and midnight, Main Auditorium,
University Hall. Admission $1.50 with
University l.D. Two tickets can be
purchased with one l.D.

Sunday, Sept. 18
Pianist Walter Baker, 8 p.m., Kobacker
Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center. Free.

It was the size of a desk, it had
16,000 bytes (units) of memory and it
could perform one job at a time.
On July 22 this year the University
installed another new computer in the
Administration Building. This one
also is the size of a desk. It is an IBM
4341 M02 with 8 million bytes of
memory and it can handle as many as
50 jobs at one time. It is being used
approximately 55 percent of the time
for academic and research needs and
the remaining time for administrative
tasks.
And the IBM 4341 is only one of
three major computers that this year
will be available to faculty, staff and
students for various academic and
administrative tasks. In addition,
there are numerous microcomputers
in nearly every area of the campus
and each of those micro units has
memory nearly four times that of that
first IBM 1620 purchased in 1963 by
President Ralph G. Harshman •. Richard Conrad, director of
University Computer Services, says
Bowling Green has come a long way
since the computer "Dark Ages" of
the 1960s, and he is pleased with the
progress Bowling Green has made.
The new computer in the
Administration Building was installed
in July with virtually no interruption in
computer service to the campus, and
that is no mere accomplishment, Dr.
Conrad said. What it replaced was an
IBM 370 Model 158 installed three
years ago that was large, laced with
intricate wiring and possessed only
about half the memory of the new
machine.
Dr. Conrad also remembers the
computers that preceded the IBM
370.
In 1964-65, he recalls, the University
purchased an IBM 1440, the first
machine available for administrative
purposes, which were limited at that
time primarily to business office
functions.
During the early and
mid-60s there were two computer
centers designated separately for
academic and administrative use one on the third floor and one on the
seventh floor of the Administration
Building.
It was not until 1968 that a large
enough computer was purchased to
handle both academic and
administrative functions, and that one
too was housed in the Administration
Building, although students and
faculty who wished to access it did
their keypunch work in a lab in the
basement of Shatzel Hall and then
carried their cards to the
Administr.c.tion Building to be run.
Dr. Conrad recalls that James Q.
Graham, history, was one of the most
frequent users of the IBM360 Model
40 that met both academic and
administrative needs but was
relatively slow at producing results.
"Jim would spend hours keypunching
his data and wait five hours for it to
run, only to have the computer brea_k
down and have to start all over
again," Dr. Conrad said.

Even with its many advancements
in computing capability, however, Dr.
Conrad said the University can not
afford to sit complacently fo~ even a
moment.
"Except for Ohio State, Cincinnati
and Cleveland State universities in
Ohio, Bowling Green compares
favorably with the state's other public
universities in its computing
capabilities," Dr. Conrad said,
explaining that Ohio State is much
larger, CSU much smaller, and
Cincinnati receives thousands of
dollars in federal grant monies each
year for computer work. "But within
the next few years all our students
_,..
... ..
• ~it'will be coming here computer literate
··and they will all expect to be able to
use the computer as an integral part
of their programs. If we do not have
the computers here to support them,
then of course they will look
elsewhere for their education."
He added, "In the days of the IBM
1620 you could count on the fingers
of one hand the number of people
who were using the computer. Today,
the
majority of faculty, increasing
Computing on campus has come a long way since the University
numbers of administrators and staff
purchased its first computer 20 years ago. In those days, only a
and many, many students are using
handful oJ_~t!c;ultY used J.!J!!.-~yipment. TodEY virtually e'{ery
thein. We must always be working to
department has some computerized functions, and a majority of
meet their needs."
faculty and staff have learned computer skills. Data entry operators in
In fact, Dr. Conrad pointed out, last
University Computer Services' Administration Building site are
year fewer than 700 of Bowling
Green's freshmen finished their first
pictured above in a double exposure with a computer terminal.
year of school without having taken a
computer course. And it is not known
how many students wanted to take a
latest in computer technology, Dr.
That computer was short-lived,
course but were "closed out"
Conrad said. It will be especially
replaced after only a year with a
because of too many requests.
useful to faculty in the sciences, he
Model 50 which two years later was
The growth of computer use also is
noted, because of its unique
replaced with a Model 75. The Model
not limited to the computer science
capabilities for handling specific
75, which was capable of doing 15
department. Almost every program,
research data.
jobs at a time, had 1.75 million bytes
department or school has at least one
of memory and occupied half the
The VAX system, which should be
computer, and many are available for
third floor computer services area in
fully operational around Christmas,
student use.
the Administration Building, remained will virtually double computer
To make certain that the University
on campus longer than any othe~
research capacity at the University,
continues to be on the forefront of
computer - until three years ago
Dr. Conrad said.
the computer revolution, President
when it was replaced with the IBM
In addition to enhancements to the
Olscamp is appointing a University
370 Model 158 that immediately
major computer centers on campus,
Task Force for the Future of
preceded the equipment installed this ·the University also has increased the
Computing, the members of which
summer.
number of APPLE microcomputers in
should be determined sometime this
One of the most amazing things
its laboratories from 23 to 47 this year, week. The group will be chaired by
about computers, Dr. Conrad noted, is and 24 of those are distributed in the
Richard Eakin, planning and
that as they have become more
residence halls in what is a new trend budgeting, and include
sophisticated they also have
to "bring the computers to the
representatives from diverse
decreased in price. One million units
academic and administrative areas of
students, rather than make the
of memory for the Model 158
students go to a central location," Dr. the University.
purchased in 1980 cost about $75,000. Conrad said.
A million units for the new IBM 4341
The computer services APPLE lab
can be bought for $15,000._
formerly
housed in West Hall has
The cost-efficiency of the newer
been
moved
to the Carnation Room in
computer models has allowed the
the
University
Union, and those
University to expand its computing
Tenured faculty who have taught at
computers
are
now available to any
capacity beyond the Administration
least seven years at Bowling Green
faculty, staff or students for bona fide
Building.
may be eligible for a faculty
University
use. In previous years they
In 1979 a DEC 2060 system was
improvement leave.
had been limited to use by students
purchased for the Math-Science
The application deadline for leaves
in specific business and computer
Building to be used almost
to be taken during the 1984-85
science classes.
exclusively for student and faculty
academic year is Dec. 1, 1983.
Faculty who plan to utilize the
projects. Although additional memory
Faculty should consult the 1982-83
APPLE labs in their class
has been purchased for that
Faculty Handbook, pages 13-17, for
assignments should, however,
computer since it was installed, the
guidelines for submitting leave
contact Dale Schroeder in computer
original unit remains today and it is,
applications. There are no forms to be
services for information on policies
in fact, the most powerful computer
completed. However, the application
and procedures to be followed.
on campus, Dr. Conrad said.
should follow the outline on page 17
The DEC system will be dedicated
of the 1982-83 handbook.
The new Union APPLE lab also
almost 100 percent to instructional
Faculty who elect one-semester
contains keypunch terminals formerly
use this year once another new
leaves will be paid at full salary for
housed in the Math-Science Building,
computer purchased this summer for
that term. Academic year
but this year those keypunch
faculty research is operational.
(two-semester) leaves will be funded
machines will be replaced with 40
at one-half salary.
IBM personal computers that will be
That newest computer, a VAX 780
Questions about the Faculty
system recommended for purchase by able to access the IBM mainframe
Improvement
Leave program should
computer in the Administration
a faculty committee seygral years
be
directed
to
Norma Stickler in
Building.
Each
of
the
new
IBM's
will
ago, was bought at a nearly $125,000
academic
affairs,
372-2915.
have a 256,000 unit memory.
savings this summer and offers the
·~

-

Improvement leave
deadline is Dec. 1

